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I have been asked a lot lately about the Hopi Prophecies. Seeing what is out there in
the public arena, I can see why there are still so many questions I realize of late that
there are many people who are not familiar with this body of prophetic work,
everything seems to be a rehash of a rehash, of some one else’s translation or
impression of what the prophecies are suppose to be about. I wish therefore to
share a little in my understanding of the prophecies of the End Times from many
years of personal association and interaction with the Hopi Sinom, the traditional
Priest hood that has its genetic roots going back as far as 12, 000 years ago.
In the recluse environment of my mountain cabin in the East Mountains between
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico, one can allow the memories of days where
life was like a river that brought to me many experiences, many gifts and many
meetings with remarkable people. In my minds eye, I can still see the eyes of those
elders and through them I am able to see the world they experienced. I can hear
them speak and as their stories become alive; I see the West as it was long ago,
before the blood, and murders and violence of the settlers from the east, the ones
our history books might call heroes.
However in reality the History of the Old West was one entrenched in blood,
murder, pillaging, and debauchery. Stories of hardship and people ding from lack
of resources, and poor health, starvation and disease. Perhaps these so called heroes
are the ones the ancestors of the Hopi might have called the madmen.
The ‘Washie-tchu’ meanings being two fold. 1: the Fat Eaters; those that life off of
the labors of others and give nothing back. 2: the soul-less ones, Those who do not
remember their origins, who do not realize that we are all one, born of the same
Mother Earth, and Father Sun and we all being of that family of man, have common
root origins.
I can still see those elders’ faces and the endless depth of their eyes. Eyes that had
experienced a world where everything held a purpose, a world that is today lost to
contemporary realization. A simpler world where life although filled with drama
was pristine in nature, as it was for thousands of years. Their eyes tell the story of a
lost America…
Near the end of the 14th century the dream that the Hopi and other Indigenous
Peoples of the Americas had come to know, received a shock wave of catastrophic
proportions. The Matrix of their reality would never recover from the experience,
which would change the nature of life upon the Turtle Island forever more. The
Native Peoples experienced the invading forces of the Spanish as the marauding
conquistadores the southern portions of North America, Old Mexico, Central and

South America. These people would shortly be followed by many more “Pale
Skinned~Europeans” the French, the English, Dutch as a flood of strangers came
searching for new beginnings, and fortune.
Understand that the Native People were in many ways quite familiar interacting
with, peoples from across both oceans for they had been making their sojourns here
for as far back as memory could go. The Celts or Nordic peoples had been coming
here for centuries, likewise the Phoenicians, Tibetans, Chinese; the Olmec and
Carthaginians of North Africa, the Egyptians and Romans were all travelers here.
Over the centuries peoples have come to the Americas and commingled with the
peoples of the Turtle which is why so many indigenous people here are a blend of
genetic soup.
As testimony to the reality of these facts, are in the remnants of untold numbers of
artifacts across this land to these experiences are being uncovered by contemporary
Archeologist and Anthropologists. Another forensic reality is in the studying of
their surviving writings, which they left behind on metal plates, rock walls, and
scrolls. Language does not have breaks, and can be read almost like DNA.
These truths are being revealed from as far south as Argentina in South America
North to Alaska and East to the Hudson Bay regions. Where people lived they left
on their path a trail of evidence of the multi cultural influences that formed the
mostly unrealized cultural destiny of this hemisphere and its peoples, composed of
peoples who have today past into the realms of legend.
In the later part of the 16th Century the appearance of the Western Europeans,
from the Eastern shores of the Atlantic Ocean began in larger and larger numbers.
The ancestors of the Native Peoples of this land they called the Turtle Island would
come to witness the literal annihilation of a way of life that evolved over tens of
thousands of years; Their reality would almost completely vanish within a span of
little more than three generations.
There are many prophecies by many peoples that weave an interesting tapestry of
historical fact, and there are even more pieces of the puzzle that have either been
lost to the rages of times, and hidden away, for rightful fear of them being totally
destroyed by the invaders, who brought with them the age of self destruction and
madness, a time of pestilence and destruction of nature in less than 200 years.
In less than 200 years we have stood witness to the destruction in nature of what
has stood for thousands of years, and perhaps took millions of years in the process
of creation; vanish from the dream in less than 200 years. It is a phenomenon the
Native Peoples have witness and endured on a first hand basis, intimately and
personally.

Why the big deal about the Hopi prophecies you may ask. There were many other
Tribes of Indians as you have stated. They must have had their prophecies and
stories of future times. Why is there this continued quest to understand all that the
Hopi might have t say about future events?
Perhaps it is because here on North America the Hopi remain the oldest continuing
civilization, and cultural group of peoples upon the land. There are others in South
America; the Maya who are even older than the Hopi have continued their
understandings, their knowledge is still very much alive as well. And it is a belief by
some that it is from the Maya sprang forth the Hopi themselves.
The ancient civilization of the Inca has manly been destroyed, to the point of near
extinction, or at least the total eradication of communal memory from their
consciousness has waned. This is what happens to a people when their Tonal has
been destroyed, and their dignity stripped from them. There are of course the Kogi
people of Columbia. Who are today a remote mountain people living until recently
in the 20th Century, in isolation from the modern world. The Kogi are at last as old
as the Hopi.
(The word “nagual” belongs to the Nahuatl language and it is the counterpart of
“tonal.” Nahuatl was the language spoken by the people of Teotihuacán, the
Toltec’s, Aztecs and many other indigenous groups of the past and present in
Mexico and even some regions of Central America. Together, tonal (the condition)
and nagual ( Shamanic awareness) are the two sides of the duality always present in
the perceiving of this reality experience. That which makes up the tonal includes the
farthest extreme of the known reality. Beyond the tonal is Tokpela, the great void.)
The Kogi did not always live in the isolation of their mountain hideaway; they
retreated there when they witnessed the unfathomable cruelty of the conquestadores
and the conquest of the Great South American cultures by the Spanish. Their
seclusion is by choice, and as a result this ancient culture survived the age of
conquest.
The Kogi still have their cellular memory, but access to this area of consciousness,
has been reduced for the most part to visionary experience, and shamanic
knowledge.
Up here in the North, yes, we do have the Cherokee and they are wise and ancient
people. But the Cherokee are a relatively recent cultural addition to this
hemisphere, having arrived here perhaps a few thousand years ago.
The Cherokee have retained the cellular memory of their origins going back to the
land of Cannon; and of the “Civilized Tribes” perhaps the Cherokee most
successfully have integrated with our modern society itself it would seem, has
evolved by natural means into a society which as well is a “cosmic soup. ” of
combined hybrid cultures.

It should be noted by the reader that, 21st Century America is a composite of almost
every society and cultural peoples that walks upon the Earth. With better than half
the population born of mixed blood,
Here in the land of the Turtle, the Hopi them selves being a composite race of
ancient peoples, remain the oldest survivors with their cellular memory intact. And
for that, they have earned their position as keepers of the ancient wisdom. They
have kept alive, a knowledge that has survived for over 10,000 years.
The Hopi have survived as civilized humans according to their legends through
three dramatic ages upon Mother Terra. What comprises “civilization is: a
communicable language written and oral, social order, custom, common spiritual
belief, science and technology, and a core understanding of ancestral origin. Where
other cultures have past into legend and myth; like the age of Atlantis, Eldorado,
and Lemuria the Hopi remain with us to the end of time.
Little remains of mankind’s existence before the Third Age; to little to articulate
the story with much clarity, all that archeologists and anthropologists can calculate
is there was something, there was a First People, if you will, “a Father Race” and it
seems every known culture has some reference of them on a global level.
The knowledge of this father race is now left to the realms of Shamanic Journey,
and practice. In contemporary literature and writings we call these early worlds the
time of Middle Earth.

The Final Days

Before the Middle Earth there was only thought, this time is known as
Tokpela. Tokpela was the endless, primordial space before creation, we call it the
Great Void where all things are potential and yet no thing material exists, it is
simply explained as “Source.” It is from Tokpela that we draw upon our ability to
manifest reality. To take the thought and make it manifest in the physical plane. It
is from the Tokpela that Taiowa created the reality that we experience.
The Hopi tell us that physically we are presently entering the fifth world, the fifth
expression, a new world, a new paradigm, where the Earth will experience new life
forms. A fifth expression where we/humanity will come to know our spiritual self,
and be as one with it, mankind will walk upright and be made whole.
The ones that do not choose to make the transition, will experience multiple reality
experiences, with the densest of minds simply return to zero point by their own
choosing. For the deepest emotions are the expression of the inner self, and it is this

self that dictates the experience all the other levels of our physical being comes to
know.
The Hopi say they know it is the fifth world we are entering, because we have
already experienced three others before this is the fourth world. This fourth world,
the reality we have been experiencing, is called Tuwaqachi. (4th World_ here we
experience the temporal world, the artificial cycles of life and death upon the wheel
of life, and the illusion of Time. In other words “Temporal existence, or Mortality.
Limited life experience.)
Each of these other worlds saw their demise after the appearance of a Star Traveler,
who the Hopi know as the “Blue Star Kachina.” They call this Kachina
Saquasohuh . He always precedes the coming of his little brothers (the Twins) who
are sometimes known as the “ Twin Sun” Kachinas, and they represent the duality
of life in this plane of experience. Their names are Poqanghoya and Palongawhoya.
To the Hopi Taiowa is the creator. Taiowa created all the gods, all the planets and
the heavens and all beings in the heavens. These he created from out of Tokpela,
the primordial source. Taiowa made Sotuknang Perhaps those of Judeo-Christian
mythology, would call Sotuknang “ Gabriel, the deliverer of judgment, the
Destroyer. There are others twho would refer to Sotuknang as being a metaphor
for Nibiru, the Twelfth Planet. Taiowa decreed Sotuknang to make the universe by
his design and subject to his law.
The first world was called Topela and had land, water and air, all swirling together
in a luminous mist; As well Taiowa using a piece of his own Luciferous embodiment
(light body) created Koyangwuti (spider woman), who who in turn created through
her union with Taiowa, her children the twins, Poqanghoya and Palongawhoya .
The Twins are guardians of the balance of creation, or the Great Law. Without this
law life would quickly return to chaos, and inevitably self destruction.
One twin Poqanghoya sits at the North Pole the other Palongawhoya. at the South
pole. Each sits upon the head of a great serpent. This serpent guards them and
serves them, and it is said by the old priests once in awhile the Twins let the
Serpents loose to cause floods, and earthquakes, to remind the wayward children of
their constant presence.
Later Koyangwuti would dream the dream of humans and in this manner two
leggeds, man-kind, meaning like man, man-child were made manifest. The term
“man” having much broader consequence than presently perceived by common
science and religion. This gift of Spider Mother, is why we also have the ability to
Dream.
It is said that these “Twins” hold the powers of balance and harmony for the Earth
in accordance with the laws of creation. These Twins, have the power to shake the
Earth itself (Magnetic manipulation of the poles) as in earthquakes. The Serpents

upon whose backs the ride can summon the fire from deep within the Earth
(Volcanoes) which flows like a red serpent. They also are the keepers of the doors to
the inner Earth, the Hollow Earth, This is the home to ancient races that once were
upon the surface of the Earth ; these beings remain in their original forms, and
many come from beyond the Sun.
Make no mistake these Twins are not cherubic essences from your Victorian
Valentine Cards, they are warrior beings from another expression of reality, a very
ancient expression. This world the one we can touch with our hands is not eh only
reality we experience. It is just that it is the only one most can remember.
These Twins it seems always follow the appearance of Saquasohuh the Blue Star
Kachina who appears first in the heavens as a bright star with two tales one White
and the other Blue. This Bright Star is mobile and moves throughout the heavens.
The Hopi believe that Hall-Bop that was seen in the heavens by our telescopes was
Saquasohuh. NASA images, as well as many others taken by professional
photographers of Hale-Bopp clearly shows two tales One White the Other Blue as it
flew across our heavens in 1997.
The Twins also made the rivers, oceans and mountains. Koyangwuti then made all
organisms, but most of the man-child beings, the humans, did not obey the Great
Law, so Sotuknang seeing the evil these wayward children, had brought upon
Earht, became angry, and killed them all in a great flood.
The Hopi and others who were saved from this Great Flood were brought into the
“Hollow Earth” by those who th Hopi call the Ant People. Here they would remain
for some 480 years while a new matrix, or life expression was formed on the surface.
When they emerged again through the hole in the ground (Kiva) they made a sacred
covenant with Taiowa never to turn away from him or the Great Law.
It is then said that Taiowa made a set of sacred stone tablets, called Tiponi, into
which he breathed his teachings, prophecies, and warnings. Before Taiowa himself
returned again to Tokpela. He gave these tablets to Sotuknang who then placed
them before the leaders of the four different racial groups who emerged to the
surface world, along with woven cloth of four colors, and from a pile of sacred seeds
he instructed each of them to draw four different seeds.
There were four different colors of cloth, and four sizes of the sacred seeds of life
which they would carry, plant and work the fields with for the sustenance of their
people.
From this handful of four sacred seeds Tiaowa and Sotuknang would know their
intent, they would dictate the outcome of their own destinies, and they would walk
the shadows of their own footsteps into the future.

From these seeds each group choose that which would be their food in this world.
The Hopi waited until last and picked the smallest ear of corn, and the tiniest of
seeds. Noticing this Taiowa who was still present said:
"It is well done. You have obtained the real corn, and the real seeds of life, for all
the others are imitations in which are hidden seeds of different plants. You have
shown me your true character and inner nature; for this reason I will place in your
hands these sacred stone tablets, the Tiponi, symbols of power and authority over all
land and life for you to guard, protect, and hold in trust for me until I shall return
to you in a later day, for remember always I am the First and I am the Last."

The Wheel Returns

The time of the reappearance of Saquasohuh was foretold by an ancient traditional
Hopi song. This song was sung during the Wuwuchim ceremony back in 1914 just
before World War I, and again a Sinom Priest sang it in 1940 just before World
War II, describing the coming disunity, violence, corruption, debauchery, the
holocaust and hatred contaminating the world.
Now the wheel seems to be turning faster and faster. Now during the ceremony the
events which transpire reflect the very same evils that seem to be consuming the
world. Today the Hopi seem to be becoming fewer and fewer in numbers, they are
literally vanishing from this dream. This same song we are told was sung in 1961
during the Wuwuchim ceremony by Grandfather Titus.
Titus told the People in Hotevilla that when Saquasohuh the Blue Star Katchina
returns and walks amongst us, he will quickly become disgusted with the corruption
of the adults so he will lift his mask and reveal his presence only to the children.
The Hopi know that the time is very close now. Saquasohuh has made his
appearance in the heavens. It is said by some that Sosquasohuh has be seen dancing
in the plaza by some of the children. He has whispered words into their ears and
now the Hopi are preparing for the Day of Purification, as they say, “Like the Heat
of the Sun you can feel it on your back… it’s that clos,e now everyone can feel the
sense of urgency.”
Saquasohuh always leads the way for the coming (return) of Taiowa. Taiowa is he
who gave humanity their Original teachings. He was once among us and was a great
and wise teacher of humanity. Perhaps Taiowa appears in human form as Pahana,
the Pale Prophet, the Peacemaker. Who appeared to humanity as he walked the
Earth, as Pahana in his human form.
From his human experience he developed a great love for us. His love for us allows
the opportunity for changing our final destiny, always he stands between us and

Masau the Red God of war, the Earth, and the underworld. The Hindu call Masau
the King of the Earth. Masau is the embodiment of judgment, Masau is always
preceded by his cousin the Purifier, Sotuknang , sometimes called the Destroyer.
Masau is sometimes called the Red Star kachina, and when he appears in the
heavens he is not mobile, and will be found in one place observing the Earth, and all
who live upon her. It is Masau who will deliver the Purification when he comes
again. Saquasohuh is his messenger.
We are very close to the Final Days; they can happen at any time now.. The Hopi
say it will come when the Saquasohuh (Blue Star) Kachina is seen dancing in the
plaza and he removes his mask in front of the children, who will recognize him.
The time came for Taiowa to return to the Tokpela, his home in the heavens, before
he left Taiowa told the People they would not see him again until after the Day of
Purification. That in the years ahead they would come to suffer great tribulations,
and almost forget their way of life. Then when all seemed hopeless they would see
the star that marked the return of Saquashohuh in the heavens and they would
know then that the Day of Purification was very near.
Taiowa told the people that when the Purifier returns in this fourth age,
Saquasohuh will arrive first to announce the changing of the age. Saquasohuh will
commune with the Twins to see if we have followed the original teachings and are
living according to the Great Law. If we have held the Original Teaching, in our
hearts (The place of True Christos), Saquasohuh will instruct us and lead us to safe
haven from the waves of the Purification of humanity’s soul core and the
reconstruction of the dream.
If we are not ready, if we have become corrupt, if the world is still dominated by
evil and corruption then Sotuknang will be sent to render the final warnings and we
will come to know four great shakings of the Earth. On the Day of Purification, all
those who have hardened hearts will be swept up by Massah and taken to a place
deep in the blackness of the universe.
These warnings would be delivered by Sotuknang the Purifier, as he grabbed the
Earth like a giant Eagle holds a fish in its talons. Each time Sotuknang shakes the
Earth we will have the ability to change our ways, to alter the outcome of our fate,
to become faithful to the original teachings, and lead good and reasonable lives.
Each time the Earth is shaken we will have the ability to change the outcome of our
destiny but only for a short period. Each time our consciousness will become more
fixed, and our outcome will be determined by our intent.
As the Day of Purification draws closer the world will seem to be growing more, and
more violent, and humanity more depraved; each day we would begin to see the
gradual breaking down of Natures systems that have sustained life for millions of
years.

Again the People had the promise of Taiowa we would receive warnings or signs
that the End Times were coming closer. We would be given these signs so we could
prepare for the coming of the Purifier. For on that day, the Laws of Creator himself
who would appear and the hole of the universe would come into compliance. On
that Day, there would be no way to avoid things, our Destiny would be immutable.
Then in the heavens as they have been seen before, we would see the return of the
Two horned priests would appear and they would bring their judgment upon the
Earth and all living things, the results of which would be abrupt and final.

Authors note: Please understand that in sharing these stories with the Elders they
came over several years. The Elders each hold portions of the tale, and it is
delivered thus in a fragmented format. Take them in holistically and not linearly.
When the Hopi first received these prophecies was now nearly ten thousand years
ago. I know there are many people out there trying to hitch a ride on the magic
carpet, some of you may have heard of these, told in some manner. This is the way
we shared the stories around my camp fires and sometimes theirs up in Hopi Land.
Once these stories were inscribed in the living stone; there were at least three
locations I could have sent you to witness for yourself. However in recent years
combinations of rock hunters and artifact pirates have destroyed many of these
sacred sites. So documented history from our ancestors, once again has been stolen
from the people by a bunch of low life’s.

Once long ago, before there were Wal~Marts Lawyers, and Dentists.

The Warnings:
The First Sign: There will come a race of the pale-skinned men, One day we will
turn and they will just appear as if out of nowhere. These pale ones would look very
much like Pahana, but their ways will be very different from Pahana. They will not
know the sacredness of life like Pahana. They will not know the sacred handshake,
and have nothing to givr, they will be takers and manipulators. These men will take
the land away from all they meet, they will tell us the own the Earth itself, even the
Waters. No one can own the Earth, but they will think that they do. These men will
strike down all who would oppose them with strange thunder sticks.
The Second Sign: Our lands will see the coming of spinning wheels filled with many
voices. Our grandfather’s fist thought that this was the pale ones bringing their
families in wagons across the prairies. This was before they knew about satellites,
and HAARP Transmitters which transmit many voices to people all over the world.

The Third Sign: A strange beast much like a buffalo but with great long horns, will
follow these ‘Bahana’ and they will overrun the land in large numbers, they will
drive out all the buffalo, leave them to rot on the praries. even the geese which can
fill the sky will disappear in these days. The prairies will become unlivable and we
will not be able to drink from the waters, and the plants that grow will make us sick.
The Fourth Sign: In the times just before the final shakings we will also many
strange snakes of iron across the land. Upon the backs of these snakes of iron the
pale ones will come to change all thngs that the creator has made, the Pale ones will
come as the locust and devour the land, even the standing people will vanish as these
termite men eat all that is in their path. These snakes of Iron will go through the
mountains, and even be found in the Grandmother country. Upon the backs of
these iron snakes huge fire breathing beasts shall travel. The trails of the Iron
snakes will bring death everywhere they are found.
The Fifth Sign: You will see the land covered by giant cobwebs. These webs will ine
day cover the entire Earth. They and like the web of the spider shall bring the
spiders poison to all they touch and deat h will be everywhere.
The Sixth sign: In the days before the end, you will see upon this land many rivers
of stone. These Rivers make pictures in the sun, sometimes you will see what seems
to be lakes, where there are none. These rivers have the ability to shine in the night,
as if they have eaten a piece of the Moon herself. Upon these rivers we will see even
more of the black bugs. These black bugs will leave behind them a trail of black
death. These things will let you know that the Earth is about to be shaken by the
Twins. When the shaking happens we will see many of these black bugs in the skies
above us. Behind these black bugs would be trails of filth that will begin to become
more and more as the number of these black bugs grow.
They will rain death on the land. For they would be like the locusts, appearing in
swarms, and these swarms with their filth will cause many new diseases, killing mall
living things upon the Earth.
Authors note: It was in 1908 the Model T Ford was mass-produced for the first
time.
The prophecy speaks of a house of mica that would be built, that would touch the
clouds. In 1912 Woodrow Wilson spoke of a league of Nations, where all peoples of
the Earth would gather. Then in 1914 WWI began. And th hopi knew it was the
First shaking of the World When the War ended the League of Nations was formed.
It was supposed to represent all the nations of this world, but there were no Native
American nations, so the elders knew it would not last as it was built upon a lie.
Ultimately it was a complete failure. Many nations broke away from this
organization, the United States never actually became a part of it.

So the elders knew the First Shaking of the Earth was to come soon; then when the
WWI happened the airplane came into wide usage for the first time. That was the
bug moving in the sky that our ancestors had told us about.
The Seventh Sign: You will hear of the sea turning black in some places, and
sometimes Red like blood; many living things from the sea will be seen coming up
on the shore to get away from the sickness, many more will be witnessed dying
because of these things. The Great Oceans themselves will then begin to die.
The Eighth Sign: You will see many youth, who wear their hair long like our Hopi
people do. Many will walk away from the death that will be behind them; they come
and join the human beings, to learn their ways and wisdom. For it will be as if the
whole world is dying from strange sickness, and plagues.
The Ninth: You will hear of a dwelling-place in the heavens, this will be known as
the Eagles house in the Sky, far above the earth. This house shall fall with a great
crash, for the Twins will not allow these pale ones to own the sky, which is only for
the cloud person for that is their home.
The Tenth Sign: Will be when Saquasohuh the Blue star kachina returns with the
Twins. All people will witness this event in the heavens, and the Hopi will know that
the twin flames one blue, and one white means the End Times are very near now.
Very soon after this, the ceremonies of the Hopi people will cease, and what is left of
the Hopi will begin to prepare for the End Times, which will come swiftly now, like
the night hawk the flies at sunset. For the dream of life itself will be fading from our
eyes. Many will choose to leave at this time, some in whole groups, others will cease
tohave children, for they will not be able to bear what is coming. .

The Eleventh Sign: The Twins will bring the balance back to the Earth. They care
not about us, only the Great Law of Tiowa. In many places they will let loose the
Serpents, who will cause earthquakes and the oceans to rise and flood many areas.
In some places even the rivers will flow backwards. In other places the rivers will
cease to flow.
The Twelfth Sign: Our Sun will become sick, and fall out of balance. It will become
harmful to be out in its light. We will have to again return to living within the
Earth. Things will not grow in its light rather they will die, and sores will appear on
the animals and two leggeds from its light. Tiowa will cause a new sun to be born
from within our dying Sun, and the Sun will shift in its position in the sky. First we
will see fire balls fall to earth, and there will be great devastation. Then we will see
the Sun surrounded by a mist. This will happen four times, before it fades forever.
Then everything will change, as the other Sun reappears in our skies to help the new
Sun grow as a parent helps its child.

The Thirteenth Sign:: Our Moon will begin to behave in strange ways. It will seem
to bounce in the heavens appearing in one place and the another. The waters of the
great oceans will begin to act strangely, as will the two leggeds and the animals. We
will know much sorrow in these days, there will be much violence, even in the
animals, who will turn on us, even the rabbits, and madness will be everywhere.
This Is when what is left of the Hopi And the Children will begin to renew their
ceremonies in hidden kivas, for outside the Kiva there will be terrible things
occurring.
The Fourteenth Sign: There will be “A Great Dying” upon the land in those days.
there shall be many who die from strange diseases, almost all human beings will
suffer from strange plagues that will consume people from within. There will be
water everywhere, and the rains will come bringing floods, and storms that seem
like hey will never end; but there will be no water to drink or food to eat. The great
caverns where the Pale ones have built their dwellings that appear as stone
mountains will be consumed in fires brought on by the Twins who will shake the old
ones, and they will begin to pour out their rivers of fire. It will appear as if the
whole world were being consumed by that fire. But like the birds, and the
butterflies, and deer, some will find shelter and survive. In the mountains Pahana
will sing a new song, a song that the children will know, as many voices become one,
and the New Earth is born.

OTHER REFERENCE:
There are other visions of these coming end times and the tribulations humanity will
endure. Not all of them fit into a linear pattern. Non the less they are often spoken
about in the circles of the elders, and are important in the scheme of things.
Hopi Prophecy speaks of twin Kachinas – that will begin to fight between
themselves over the destruction caused by the serpents. They will fight so furiously
that it will seem like fire in the sky, and they will consume their anger in this
manner, as they merge into one essence.
This could mean. Twin - Merging of Self; or the end of duality. It could also be a
metaphor for the Twin Pyramids the tetrahedron - DNA – or the creation of the
Christos, by the fire of human emotion consuming itself in duality and the ending of
polarization. The true meaning will make itself known in our hearts.
The world shall rock to and fro. The pale ones the ‘ Bahanna’ will battle people in
other lands - those who possessed the first light of wisdom. The Children of Baal, the
Chinese, and the Children of the Bear, There will be many columns of smoke and
fire such as the white man has made in the deserts not far from here. Those who
stay and live in the ancient places of the Hopi shall be safe. Then when the chaos

quiets down, there will be much to rebuild. And soon, very soon afterward, from
the heavens Pahana will seen returning, riding upon a great star. The light from
which will be many times brighter than our sun. He shall bring with him the
dawning of the Fifth World.
Once again he shall plant the seeds of his wisdom in our hearts. Even now we can
see in our children, that the seeds are being planted as the time of his returning
draws near. It is all about polarization, and making choices. For the Evil ones shall
only become more evil, until they consume themselves. And the pure ones will also
become more powerful, just as the spring which is gentle moves the winter and
turns the cold wind to summer. There is much within in us that lies sleeping.
The Hopi watched as in 1945 the United Nations was formed, and they built the
main building for this in New York, a tall building of glass, that reflected the sky
like mica. As tall as a mountain and many times the top of this building is in the
clouds. Again the Native American Nations were not represented, So the Elders
knew that this too would fail and become corrupt because it was built upon lies. The
hoop would remain broken.
The ceasing of traditional Hopi ceremonialism will come when Saquasohuh the Blue
Star kachina appears and removes his mask during a dance in the plaza before
uninitiated children (the general public?). For a while there will be no more
ceremonies, no more displays of Spiritual faith, as the hearts of the Hopi grow dark.
Then places in the places of the Hopi will be seen to rejuvenate, and slowly with acts
of faith and the return of ceremonies, through the children it will be known that a
new cycle of Spiritual awakening has returned to the Hopi and their way of life/
The Traditional Hopi know beyond a doubt that Saquasohuh will make the
prophesized appearance. Many of the traditional Hopi say it has already occurred,
and that is why the old ceremonies are fading, and there is little power in the dances.
And the corruption has crept into the heart of Hopi land has the elders foretold so
long ago.
The Hopi and others who were saved from the Great Flood made a sacred covenant
with Tiowa never to turn away from him. He made a set of sacred stone tablets, the
Tiponi, into which he breathed his teachings, prophecies, and warnings. Before the
Tiowa hid himself again, he placed before the leaders of the four different racial
groups four different colors and sizes of corn; each was to choose which would be
their food in this world. Tiowa will return with our ancestors from beynd the Sun,
They will appear coming from the west, and the heavens will be filled with many
colored lights upon this returning, which will occur slowly over many years. Like
the Pale ones who at first were weak and few in numbers, then they grew to
overshadow the land itself.
When our ancestors begin their return journey, we will see the Dawning of the Fifth
World within that generation.. The old ones also said, . “ If they come from the East,

the destruction will lesson, and the terrible times will be shortened. However if they
appear from the West then the destruction will be great, and they will show no
mercy for the ungrateful.”
It is said that after many years the elder brother might change the color of his skin,
but his hair will remain black. He will have the ability to write, and he will be the
only person able to read the Tiponi. When he returns through the children, he will
find his younger brother’s heart. He will show him where the lost Tiponi of the
younger brother was placed for safe keeping.
Then the Tiponi of the elder brother, and the younger brother, will be placed side
by side to show all the world that they are true brothers. Then a great purification
will take place, for the elder brother will help the younger brother to obtain true
justice for all their brothers and the great awakening will begin, as all the tribes
gather for the home coming of Pahana.

The transformed elder brother, the True Younger Brother, will wear a red cloak or
a red cap, and a red cloak. He will teach no religion but his own, and will bring with
him the Tiponi tablet. For this work he will be persecuted by others, but he will
endure, and the power of his teachings will grow in the hearts of the people.
There will be a false one who pretends to be the Younger brother, and for a time
many will follow the ways of this one. He will become all-powerful; none will be
able to stand against him. He will come swiftly, and in one day gain control of this
entire world and all its’ people. These will be hard times for those who remain of
one heart, with one intent. After a time his true intent and his two hearted nature
will become known, that which was given to him will be taken away, he will wither
into nothingness, a pale shadow will be all that remains.
It is said,. In the wilderness the true younger brother will have been gathering his
power, and making strong his connections to the Creator: for though him the power
of Taiowa himself will flow. He will claim no powers of his own, and in that
knowing he will command the forces of nature. For his rule will be by the power of
his heart, not his mind. He will give this knowing to all who seek it with most pure
mind, and the True Emergence of the Fifth World will have begun.
The True Younger Brother will bring with him two great, intelligent and powerful
helpers, one of whom will have a sign of a swastika (a masculine symbol of purity),
and the sign of the new sun. The second great helper will have the sign of a Celtic
cross with red lines (representing the serpentine power of the womans life blood)
between the arms of the cross.
The True Younger Brother and his helpers will show the people of earth a great new
life plan that will lead to everlasting life. The earth will become new and beautiful
again, with an abundance of life and food. Those who are saved will share

everything equally. All races will intermarry and speak one tongue and be a family.
After a time we will again walk with our brothers from the Stars, and rebuild this
Earth: but not until the Purifier has left his mark upon the universe. No stone will
be unturned. The shadow of Sultuknang will fall upon the Earth, and Sultknang
will see that there remain those of one heart, those who remember the original
teachings. He will see that his work is done; and as the black shadow of Purification
sweeps across the land Sultuknang will return to his place in the heavens, keeping
the Great Law of Tiowa sacred.

